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The paper discusses the use of M5 Model Trees for
estimation of local scour in bridge piers by use of flume
data of Kothyari, Garde & Ranga Raju (1992).Author uses
correlation co-eff. and RMSE techniques to prove the
superiority of M5 tree modelover otherempirical formulae
used for scour estimation.
Total scour in bridgepiers is the sum of general scour,
contraction scour, and local scour. Author's model is
applicable for local scour only. Recent mathematical
Models e.g. Dey (2005-06), Melville and Coleman (2000),
HEC-18 (Richardson and Davis,1995) , Kothyari —Garde-
RangaRaju (1992), IAHR (Brussers et.al 1977) discuss
methodology for computing all the three components of
scour- both under clear water and live bed conditions.
HEC-18 model has been validated by field data. All
these models predict scour both for clear water and live
bed conditions. Author compares his model with those of
Laursen &Toch, Ettema, Shen, Haunch,USDot, Bruessers
most ofwhich are quite old and do not distinguish between
live bed and clear water scour. In case of non-uniform
sediments, there is armoring effect which reduces scour
considerably as in the case of gravelly and bouldery
beds. Effect of bed forms e.g. dunes and antidunes are
also considered in the models by Richardson and Davis
and other recently developed mathematical models
mentioned above.
Models based on Model Tree and ANN are, indeed, data-
driven models and are widely used for problems related
to prediction and forecasting. However, the user must
use them with caution as they are so called “Black-Box”
models and all the pre-processing exercises, which are
the basic requirements of setting up such models must
be carried out.
In this paper, the author has utilized the 73 datasets
referring to a case study (Ref.14). It is expected that
the data intervals or the frequency of observations

are mentioned in the paper. Also, the paper should at
least feature the information, such as description of the
experiment which has been referred or any model study
that has been described in the referred paper. It seems
that the author wants the readers to read two papers; the
current one and the referred one.
The author has selected two statistical measures for the
performance evaluation of the various models in terms
of results and they are:
(i) correlation co-efficient, and
(ii) RMSE
Now, it is not understandable that how could correlation
co-efficient be a measure to check the accuracy of the
results of models; a poorly matched result could also
exhibit a higher correlation co-efficient. On the other
hand, RMSE is a correct measure to check the presence
of errors.
The author has set up the M5 Model Tree models as given
in Table 1 in the functional form:

ds=f(U, Uc,D, ...)
However, it is quite surprising that the author is silent on
whetherthe parameters in the functions are qualified to be
taken as input parameters for model (M5) development.
Neither any correlation chart displaying the correlation
between (ds) and the considered input parameters has
been displayed nor does the paper give any information
anywhere. It seems that these models have been selected
randomly rather than investing efforts to check whether it
is right to do so. As mentioned earlier, for error estimates,
the correlation co-efficients have been tabulated in Table
1 and Table 2; which are least significant to examine a
predicted result. It seems that the author has paid more
(not recommendable) attention to the results rather than
correctly conceptualizing the problem and deriving a
correct function for the M5 model development.
While comparing the inferences from M5 models with the
results of other empirical methods, it must be examined
whether the M5 models are specific to the case study or
they do contain the spatially observed data. As most of the
empirical formulae are based on experiments at various
sites, in principle, the spatial nature of the data is already
encapsulated in them, thereby fetching wide attentions.
Therefore, it is seemingly injudicious to examine the
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results of a specific case study using Model Tree and
then comparing them with that of the empirical methods,
when both have varying observational mechanisms. It
is rather vital to study the limitations of the empirical
methods before setting a hypothesis that they are correct
or incorrect. Moreover, the scour depths used by the
author and the one given in the empirical methods shall
be conforming to the same point of references so that
the basic definition of total scour depth is preserved for
better understanding. The paper, indeed, represents a
half the cup job or an incomplete work.
It is regretted that even though efficient and universal
mathematical models are now available, Indian codes e,g.
IRC-78(2000), IRC-5(1998) continue to prescribe Lacey's
model for bridge scour estimation. IRC recommends that
maximum scour depth in a pier is 2R below HFL i.e.R
below bed level. Lacey(1930) developed his equation
[R=0.475(Q/f)1/3]in canal flow in incoherent fine alluvium
with steady discharge The same formula is used to find
regime flow depth (R) above river bed also, although river
flow is entirely different from canal flow. IRC recommends
that the maximum scour depth is R below bed also.
Inglis and co-workers(1949) measured actual scour at the
nose of piers in bridges on lower Ganges flood plain and
found that on an average the maximum depth of scour
at the nose of piers is about 2R below HFL. Sediments
in the river beds where scour were measured are very
fine. Moreover, all the piers are on well foundations.
Regime depth above river bed has nothing to do with
scouring below river bed since scouring mechanism is
altogether different from regime depth, regime width,
regime velocity etc. Whereas, the regime depth above
bed may be governed by Q and d50 in fine alluvial soil,
maximum scour depth below bed is a function of several
other parameters as mentioned by the author and taken
care of in all the recently developed mathematical
models. Lacey's equation, however, considers only two
parameters i.e.Q and d50 for determining maximum scour
depth which is irrational.
In a paper(Mazumder and Kumar,2005 ), itwasshownthat
maximum total scour depth in fine soil computed
by IRC formula always exceeded those predicted
by mathematical models. In a recent paper by the
author(Mazumder and Dhiman,2014 ), first author found
that in course soil (gravely /bouldery), IRC method gives
local scour as high as 4.32 times more than that found by
mathematical models.(see annexure-I: Tables:.1a,1 b &1 c)
and 7.69 times the observed maximum scour. From the
analysis of results obtained, first author concluded that,
IRC equation based on Lacey's theory may be used for
determination of scour only forfine soil with d50<2mm and
non-uniformity coefficient (o=(d84/d16)0.5 less than 1.3.

For coarse soil with d50>2mm and o>1.3, IRC method
give excessive scour and it will be wise to predict scour
by using mathematical models.
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Table 1(a) : Different Parameters used for Computing Scour in
Bridge Piers on Non-Cohesive Coarse Alluvial Soil

FLOW AND GEOMETRIC DATA OF BRIDGE PIERS IN MISSOURI RIVER BASIN, USA

Pier Geometry Sieve size of Bed Material in mm
How

Flow Width
Bfidge Vflocky

Depth (b in m)
Site (V0 in

Nose

Shape

(Yo in ml
m/s)

Obliquit

(<1)

D15 dso ds-1 dss cg:

y of flow ~l(d,,,/

1 2.29 2.29 0.61 Sharp O0 40.5 102 176 269 2.0€

10 0.98 1.72 0.854 sharp O0 29.9 79.8 149 253 2.2I

11 1.44 1.22 0.915 Round O0 2.58 17.1 44.1 82.9 4.11

16 4.85 1.91 1.0 Sharp O0 5.91 22.3 57 89.6 3.1

22 2.92 4.5 1.83 Sharp O0 7.36 22.7 44 59.3 2.41

M&C 9.21 4.34 1.81 Round O0 7 20 44.1 100 2.5

Table 1(b)
(Observed and Predicted by Different Methods)

Note : Values in bracket indicate Y8/R

: Comparison of Local Scour Depths in Piers on Coarse Soil

Observed

Bridge Site Scour Depth
(Y; in m) Lacey(R)

Predicated Scour Depth (ys in m)

Blench HEC-18

Melville

&

Coleman

IAHR K-G-R

0.35

(0.15)
1

2.29

(1.00)

2.29

(1.00)

0.69

(0.30)

0.57

(0.25)

0.43

(0.19)

0.46

(0.20)

0.24

(0.25)
10

0.98

(1.00)

1.22

(1.24)

0.76

(0.77)

0.99

(1.01)

0.38

(0.39)

0.90

(0.92)

0.42

(0.42)
11

1.44

(1.00)

1.44

(1.00)

0.98

(0.68)

1.27

(0.88)

0.33

(0.23)

1.02

(0.71)

0.63

(0.12)
16

4.85

(1.00)

4.85

(1.00)

1.44

(0.29)

1.70

(0.35)

1.39

(0.28)

1.34

(0.27)

0.91

(0.25)
22

3.69

(1.00)

5.27

(1.43)

2.21

(0.60)

2.19

(0.59)

0.90
(0.21)

1.67
(0.45)

M&C --
9.21

(1.00)

11.22

(1.22)

5.24

(0.57)

4.34

(0.47)

2.35

(0.25)

4.17

(0.45)

Table 1(c) : Comparison of Local Scou

Bridge Sites —> 1 10 11 16 22 M&C

Observed Scour Depths (in m) 0.35 0.24 0.42 0.63 0.91

Average Scour ((in m)predicted

by Different Math. Models
0.53 0.75 0.90 1 .46 1.74 4.02

Lacey's Scour Depth (in m ) 2.29 0.98 1 .44 4.85 3.69 9.21

Average Scour/Observed Scour 1.51 3.12 2.14 2.31 1.91

Lacey's Scour/Observed Scour 6.54 4.08 3.42 7.69 4.05

Scour

Lacey's Scourl predicted Average
4.32 1.30 2.37 3.32 2.12 2.29
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Prediction of Scour Depth around Bridge Piers
Using M5 Model Tree

ARUN GOEL
Department of Civil Engineering, NIT Kurukshetra, Haryana, India

ABSTRACT

Scour is natural phenomenon which happens dut to erosive action of flowing water in a river stream.
It lowers the river bed by removal of sediments around the pier and ultimately exposing foundation of
the structure around the bridge piers. Accurate prediction of maximum local scour is must for safe and
economical design of the bridges. Many formulae are available in the literature and mostly are developed
based on either laboratory data or field data or a combination of both. A number of equations have also
been developed over the years to predict local scour depth using experimental and a few pier equations
have formed using field data. Most of these equations are empirical in nature. This article presents an
alternative in the terms of linear regression, simple regression and M5 model tree techniques to the
conventional empirical equations in predicting the maximum depth of scour of bridge pier. The results
obtained are tabulated in terms of statistical error i.e., correlation coefficient and rmse for 73 dataset of
bridge pier scourpublished in literature. The outcome of this study suggest that the M5 model tree based
modeling can be adopted as an alternate to linear regression equations, simple linear regression and
the conventional empirical equations. Efforts were also made to estimate the maximum depth of scour
in non dimensional form as well and results indicated the improvement to great extent and had shown
better results. The sensitivity analysis on the data sets were also carried out to determine the relative
significance of each of the independent input parameters on the estimation of maximum pier scour depth
which indicated that diameter of the pier is the most important parameter affecting the scour.
Keywords: Pier scour, regression, modeling, prediction, M5 Model tree.

1. INTRODUCTION

Estimation of bridge-pier scour (Fig. 1) is quite important
for the safety, design and construction of rail or road
bridges over natural streams and rivers and is considered
one of the major causes of the bridge failures worldwide
by undermining the foundation of the structure and may
lead to failure. Scour has been a matter ofgreat concern
to the Scientists and Technologists dealing with scour as
considerable cost cane be saved in the construction of
bridges if max scour depth is estimated properly during
the planning and design. Extensive laboratory and field
studies have been carried out in the past for role of flow
and fluid variables affecting the pier scour. Three types of
scours affecting the performance ofthe bridges are, local
scour, contraction scour, and degradation scourl“. Some
ofthe important parameters affecting the bridge scour are
channel and bridge geometry, floodplain protection, flow
hydraulics, bed materials type, channel conditions and
protection systems, channel stability, etc. The mechanism
of flow around a pier structure is quite complex that it is
difficult to propose a general empirical or mathematical
model to predict the scour depth. Thus estimation of
reliable scour depth is of paramount importance for proper
bridge pier design and construction.

%I L Iémer

 

Y - r Y

uy/4

OI; /E

Fig. 1 : Definition sketch of bridge pier scour

2. BRIDGE PIER SCOUR PREDICTION

It has been observed over the past few decades that
there are a wide variety of non-physical variables, e.g.
combined effects flow and fluid condition, sediment types
and transport mechanism along with physical parameters
of pier geometry, which make the prediction of bridge
scour a complex problem. Scour prediction practice can
be divided into four types: (i) predict bridge scour using
theoretical approach (ii) experimental approach empirical
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equations (iii) Numerical approach and (iv) predict bridge
scour using soft computing methodslzl. To describe the
scour depth prediction, experimental studies have been
presented by combining dimensional analysis with the
experimental test of model in the past by Reference").
They have suggested the following equation no 1 for
the scour which modeled only upstream half of the pier
scour hole, and observed that scour hole erosion mainly
depends on diameter of the pier and depth of flow of
water in the channel

e-r%)"'(%"r.e.)"'
Experimental relationships may be inadequate because
ofthe large number of parameters are affecting the scour.
Referencel41 studied the effect of drift accumulations on
scour in sand around the foot of a model pier of diameter
equal to 0.06 meter. An equation forthe estimation of pier
scour depth was proposed as given below.

as = 1.3500-Y Y”-3 ...(2)
The scour around pier was also studied by
Referencel51ll61»l71~a"dl81 developed the following equations
for estimation of pier scour respectively as mentioned
below:

0.619
UD

dx = 0.00022(Tj

0.08

iD‘ = tanh[%j

ds _ g 0_62 l/3

3 - 2.42( Uc lj {gDj

% Z K3(5)W(%)M ...(e)
Where ds = depth of scour, D = diameter of pier, Y =
depth of flow, g = acceleration due to gravity, D50 =
mean particle size, u = kinematic viscosity of fluid, K3 =
pier shape coefficient in the above equations. However,
it appears that there is a lack of reliable formulae for
predicting the scour depth to cover all possible ranges
from the aforementioned methods in the literature. Due to
these difficulties, many researchers have been involved
in exploring and made efforts in refining methods for
improving traditional physical based analysis in the past.
Due to non linearity and complexity in scouring estimation,
robust tools in terms of soft computing are required to
model scour process in the piles. Recently ANN, ANFIS,
GP, SVM etc are being used in modelling the complex
process scouring process. Soft computing tools can easily
approximate non linear behavior of hydraulic process is
simple in computation. That's why they are widely used in
output input sets of data in mot of engineering problems.

However, some recent examples of soft computing
techniques in bridge pier scour are such as GP and an
artificial neural network (ANN) model were applied to
estimate the local scour depth with numerous field data
basesl9~1°1, feed forward back propagation and radial basis
function artificial neural networks (ANNs), were used
to predict the time variation of scour depth on a short
abutmentl“1, random forest—based regression technique
applied in predicting the local scour around bridge piers
using field datal‘21, Evolutionary Radial Basis Function
Neural Network (ERBFNN) as a model to forecast scour
depth at bridge piersl‘31. In this article, M5 tree forecasting
model is proposed to predict the scour depth around the
bridge piers by using the data taken from study conducted
and authored byl“‘1.

3. M5 MODEL TREE

In model M5 tree, one of the popular ways of classifying
of a particular input is a decision tree. It consists of leaf or
answer nodes that indicate a class and decision nodes that
contain an attribute name and branches to other decision
tress. There are many efficient algorithms for building
decision trees such as ID3 and C4.5 as proposed inl‘51.
The structure of M5 model tree follows the decision trees
and has a multivariate regression model at leaf nodes.
Thus M5 modelling technique represents a combination
of a number of piecewise linear models, wherein every
model is suitable for a particular region of input space as
shown in Fig. 2. Basically algorithms of M5 model tree
(MT) divide the input space oftraining data through nodes
to allocate a linear model which is suitable to smaller area
of input space. The continuous splitting often results in
very complex M5 tree that is to be reduced to a simpler
tree in order to improve the generalized capacity of the
model. The value predicted by model at the given leaf is
adjusted by carrying out smoothing operation to reflect
the predicted values at the selected nodes along the
given path from root to that of leaf. The overall global
model is the collection of these linear models, wherein
optimal splitting of input space is done automatically.
The model M5 tree can learn efficiently and easily tackle
tasks of dimensionality with a large number of attributes
as mentionedl‘6»"»1B1.

4. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION CRITERIA

The important parameters considered to describe the
scour depth in a bridge pier are ds = scour depth, U
= mean velocity of flow, Uc = critical flow velocity, D =
diameter of the pier, b = Y= flow depth in the channel; g
= gravitational acceleration, dso = particle mean diameter.
The data sets (73 experimental data) mentioned in a study
byl‘41 are utilized in the present article for the purpose of
model building and validation to assess the potential of
simple linear regression, linear regression, M5 modelling
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Fig. 2 3 Splitting the input space X1.X2 by using M5 model

tree algorithm & each model is linear regression model.

techniques, Laursen & Toch equation, Ettema equation,
Hauch eq, US DOT eq, Breausers et al. eq and Shen
equation, in predicting of scour depth for bridge pier. Two
statical measures such as correlation coefficient and
RMSE values are computed and applied for evaluating
the performance of models and comparison ofthe results
for prediction scour depth for a pier. Higher value of a
correlation coefficient (eq 7) and smaller value of RMSE
(eq 8) shows a better performance ofthe model in present
work. Further, scour depths for the pier were plotted
against the computed values obtained with M5 model
tree, simple linear regression, linear regression, Laursen
& Toch equation, Ettema equation, Hauch eq, US DOT eq,
Breausers et al. eq and Shen equation, To understand
the scatter of results, a line of perfect agreement (a line
at 15°) was also plotted for the data set for the proper
analysis.
1. Correlation coefficient (r)

El
\/igziyf ...(7)

Wherein x = X - X’, y = Y - Y’ where X = observed values;
X’ = mean ofX, Y = predicted values, Y’ = mean of Y.
2. Root mean square error

: l‘ 2:*0.5

n ...(a)
5. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

The depth of pier scour ds was considered as dependent
parameter and five others namely U, Uc, D, dso, Y,g were
considered as independent parameters. The influence
of each independent parameter was studied on the
dependent parameter as shown in Table 1 by considering
the functional relation as ds = f (U, Uc, D, d5O, Y,g). Table
1 indicates the results when one of the input parameter
is removed. Each time the value of correlation coefficient

and rmse values are noted. Table 1 shows that diameter
ofthe pier (D) is the most influencing parameter affecting
the depth of scour as shown by the Model 5. There was
no effect of considering the value ofg on the output ofthe
results as observed during testing. Further attempts were
made to study sensitivity analysis when the max depth of
scour is nondiemnsionalised by dividing it by diameter of
the pier. The results indicated that the diameter of the pier
is the most significant parameter here also.

6. MATERIAL AND METHODS

In this paper, cross validation technique has been applied
fortraining and testing the performance of M5 model tree
and simple regression, and linear regression techniques
due to the availability of smaller experimental data sets.
Primarily cross-validation is commonly used method to
estimate the accuracy of a classification or regression
based model. Initially the input data set is divided into
ten parts, which in turn used to test a model fitted to the
remaining parts. In this study, the data sets otT‘91 were
used for both creating and testing the models. The data
was divided into ten equal parts. 90% of data available
was utilised in training and remaining 10% was used
in testing and in the next trial other 90% were used in
training and remaining 10% were used in testing and so
on. Each time correlation coefficients were computed by
the WEKA softwareligl.

7. PREDICTION OF DEPTH OF SCOUR

The first set of analysis was carried out by using input
parameters namely as U, Uc, D, dso, Y from the data
setsl‘91 predicting the scour depth for pier (ds). A number
of trials were made to arrive at the various user-defined
parameters required for the M5 model tree, simple
regression and linear regression based algorithms using
WEKA software by using cross validation. The results
for scour depth for pier in terms of correlation coefficient
obtained by soft computing M5 tree, simple regression;
linear regression six no empirical equations are shown
in Table 2. Measured versus calculated values of the
scour depth for pier are shown graphically as scatter
plots in Fig. 3.
For maximum depth of scour prediction (ds), a
correlation coefficient for M5 tree (0.8682), simple
regression (0.3187), linear regression (0.7769),
Laursen & Toch eq (0.6794), Ettema eq (0.8249),
Shen eq (0.4499), Hancu (0.2769), US DOT (-0.0346)
and Breusers et al. (0.8431) are obtained (Table 2).
A perusal of the Fig. 3 indicates the M5 model tree
technique is giving best performance on this data set
as compared to regression equations and empirical
equations suggested by these investigators. Two error
lines (+15% and -1 5%) were also marked on the diagram
and it can be observed from the Fig.3 that most of the
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calculated points are falling between this range. More
scatter has been observed in case of simple regression,
linear regression, Laursen & Toch eq, Hancu eq, US
DOT eq and Shen eq except in the results obtained by
Ettema and Breusers et al. equation. Further, perusal
of this figure indicates that this scatter is higher at
the larger depth of scour due to turbulent conditions
prevailing around the bridge pier during the unsteady
flow. Further efforts were made to estimate the max
scour depth in non dimensional form by repeating the
whole procedure. The max depth of scour was made
non dimensional by dividing it by diameter of the pier
which was found to be most sensitive amongst all the
input parameters as shown in Table 1. The results
obtained are a correlation coefficient for feed forward
back propagation M5 tree (0.9838), simple regression
(0.7517), linear regression (0.8142), Laursen & Toch
eq (0.9443), Ettema eq (0.9555), Shen eq (0.5140),
Hancu (-0.354), US DOT (-0.701)and Breusers et al.
(0.8226) are obtained (Table 2) and same are plotted
in Fig.4. It is evident from two figures 3 and 4 that the
data are falling along the best fit line and results are
improved significantly in all cases of regression and
empirical equations. It is inferred from the study that
non dimensional representation of max depth of scour
can be assumed superior than maximum depth of scour.
This study has used very small data available from
literature and more work based on large data is required
to be attempted in future to support the conclusions.
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eql1aIi0n$- critical flow velocity, D = diameter of pier, b = Y= flow

depth; g = acceleration due to gravity, d50 = mean
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Fig. 4 : Comparison for the non dimensional actual scour
depth with predicted scour depth by simple regression, linear
regression, BPN model, Laursen & Toch, Ettema, Shen and

Breusers equations.
Table 1 : Sensitivity Analysis of Independent

Parameters of Depth of Scour
Type of Dimensional Non dimensional
model

coeff coeff
Correlation RMSE Correlation RMSE

ds = r (u,
U0. D. Y9.
am) All

0.7769 34.991 0.8142 0.1353

ds = f (Uc,
D, Y,g, dso)

No U

0.8305 31.032 0.8223 0.1322

ds = f (U,
UC. D. Y..

d50) no g

0.7769 34.991 0.7704 0.1499

ds = f (U,
D. Y.9. <1...)

No Uc

0.6974 40.114 0.8233 0.1322

ds = f (U,
Uc, Yo. dfio)

No D

0.5206 47.931 0.7395 0.1600

ds = f(U,
U6. I19. d

NoY
50)

0.5536 46.692 0.8233 0.1322

ds = f (U,
Uc, D, g,Y,)

No dso

0.7299 38.189 0.8142 0.1353

particle diameter
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Table 2 : Values of Performance Parameters of Simple
Regression, Linear Regression. M 5 Model Tree and

Six Empirical Equations

empirical
equafion

S Type of Dimensional Non dimensional
No technique, Corrélation Corrélation

coefficient (r) coefficient
(r) (non

dimensional)

1 Simple
regression

0.3187 53.01 0.7517 0.15

2 Linear
regression

0.7769 34.99 0.8142 0.13

3 M5 tree 0.8682 27.713 0.9838 0.043

4 Laursen &
Toch eq

0.6794 13.92 0.9443 1.14

5 Ettema 0.8249 8.46 0.9555 0.77

6 Shen 0.4499 4.262 0.5140 0.32

7 Hauch 0.2769 5.284 -0.354 0.34

8 US DOT -0.0346 14.08 -0.701 0.69

9 Breusers et al. 0.8431 11.31 0.8226 1.04

8. CONCLUSIONS

Bridge pier scour is considered as a major reason of
the failure of bridges across natural channels around
the world. Accurate predictions of scour depth around
piers are must for the design, stability and safety of the
bridge.
In the present paper, M5 model tree models, simple
regression, linear regression, and six other empirical
equations are applied to estimate the maximum scour
depth for pier and have been compared to each other.
The test results revealed that M5 model tree predicted
the measured values of scour as compared to regression
and empirical equations. Existence of good agreement
between the predicted and measured values confirms that
M5 model tree can be successfully employed to predict
scour depth for pier. Further analysis was also carried out
to estimate non dimensional max scour depth of bridge pier
following the same procedure. It was observed that non
dimensional max scour results much betterthan general
max scour depth estimation showing by non dimensional
representation of results is always better and much more
understood in M5 model tree, linear, simple regressions
and six empirical equations. The comparisons between
M5 model and simple regression, linear regression, and
other six empirical expressions found that the M5 model
has good ability of forecasting the scour depth for bridge
pierfor dimensional and non dimensional depth of scour
for bridge pier. Hence M5 model tree can be used as a
alternative tool on predicting the scour depth as compared

to traditional stastical regression equations developed by
the authors in past
Acknowledgements
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REPLY TO THE DISCUSSION
The author is grateful to the Discussors for giving useful
comments/observations on the paper entitled “Prediction
of scour depth around bridge piers using M5 model tree
“Published in CBIP water and energy international, Vol.
61, No. 4, July 2018, authored by Dr. Arun Goel
In the paper, M5 model tree has been applied for
estimation of local scour around bridge piers and results
are compared with the empirical equations using data as
mentioned by Kothari et al. (1992) using 73 data set. The
scope of paper is not to distinguish between live bed and
clear water scour or study the armouring effect due to
non uniform sediments or bed forms effect on the scour.
It is basically an application of a mathematical model
called M5 model tree on a selected data set taken from
a past study. The data interval in the data sets used in
the present article are as given below:

d50 (mm) 0.41-7.80
D (mm) 40-600
V(m/sec) 0.22-1.27
b(mm) or y 28.5-240
dse (mm) 23-251

As such if description of experiments is carried out in each
referred paper, then the size of paper may cross the page
limit of the article as restricted by the Editor. Moreover,
inclusion of the details of experiments of the data used
has nothing to do with application of a mathematical model
(M5 in present case).
It can also be observed from Table I and Table II of
the article that a higher value of correlation coefficient
has shown lower value of RMSE in all the cases for
dimensional and non- dimensional. It means that
correlation coefficient and RMSE can be used effectively
for comparison of the results. An example of any two
cases is as shown below:

Table II Sr. N0. 1, r = 0.3187, RMSE = 53.01 and
r = 0.7769, RMSE = 34.99

This exercise is carried out to study the sensitivity
analysis where ds is dependent on parameter U,
Uc, D, d50, v, g which are based on velocity of flow,
geometry of pier, particle size and depth of flow which
is quite obvious to see which parameter is influencing
parameter affecting the values ofds. The establishment
of correlation between different parameters if beyond
the scope of this paper
Attempts are further made in the paper to check the
applicability of a Mathematical model M5 model tree on
a data set where ds can also be determined by using
empirical equations which have got many assumptions
in terms of flow and fluid parameters including different
mechanisms and other related issues of the Iacal scour.
The article does not cover the maximum scour depth
estimation by using IRC code -78 and IRC code -5 or
any other recommended formulae by (Lacey 1930), Inglis
(1949) for canal flow or river flow as mentioned by the
Discussers. The article only focuses on application of
Mathematical Model M5 model tree only on a selected
pier data set. The determination of scour at nose of pier
is also not in the purview of this article as proposed by
Inglis (1949).
As already mentioned by Discussors in their two papers
Majumdar & Kumar(2005) and Majumdar & Dhiman
(2014) that the IRC method gives total scour depth
quite higher for fine soil. However, for coarse soils,
mathematical model can be used to predict local scour in
coarse soil easily as shown in Table 1 (c) as mentioned
by the Discusser. However, IRC method predicts quite
higher scour in case of coarser soils as compared to
mathematical models.
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